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Twin-shot competence by WISKA: Cable glands rethought 

and grommets with strain relief for multiple cables  

On the Hannover Messe two novelties are awaiting the visitors on the WISKA fair stand. Both benefit 

from the long standing expertise in twin-shot moulding. 

The cable gland MARATHON convinces with its new design and elevated strain relief according to 

category B (EN 62444). This has been realized by separating the sealing from the strain relief 

function.  

The new MultiCLIXX combines the advantages of existing grommets by WISKA: Customers can 

insert up to four cables via the soft membrane component at a minimum of time. Strain relief is 

accomplished by the intelligent grommet construction.  

With the introduction of the Brace cable protection system and the cable entry system CONMAXX 

in the last year WISKA now offers its customers all cable entry solutions from its own production, 

including the proven cable gland range. 

Besides the product news the focus on the fair is getting to know customers and partners better and 

deepening the business relation. “A good relationship is based on knowing each other. For good 

business relations this is extremely important as well as a trust basis”, says Ronald Hoppmann, 

General Manager of WISKA. 

This keynote is also reflected in the communication of WISKA and the fair stand which focuses on 

relationships. Coffee house elements such as furnishings, a coffee bar and a bench invite to linger 

and have good talks to get to know each other.   

 „We are convinced that good business works like that. Fist get to know each other and then talk 

about our customer´s needs and ours products. “, adds Hoppmann. 



The fair stand of WISKA on the Hannover Messe can be found in Hall 13, Stand C76.  

About WISKA 

WISKA manufactures electrical equipment, lighting products and CCTV camera surveillance 

systems for shipbuilding and diverse industries. Founded in Hamburg in 1919, the family-

owned company today employs over 260 employees worldwide. The product range includes, 

for example, searchlights, floodlights, reefer container sockets, cable glands, junction boxes 

and switches, completed by digital CCTV technology. WISKA operates its own research and 

development facilities and production plants next-door at its headquarters in Germany and has 

a global network of representatives and subsidiaries who ensure a quick and effective on-site 

customer service.  

www.wiska.com 

 

 

Photo „MARATHON“:  

The MARATHON cable gland separates the sealing from the strain relief function This leads 

to elevated strain relief according to category B (EN 62444), as well as permanent and cable-

friendly IP-protection. 
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Photo „MultiCLIXX“:  

The MultiCLIXX convinces with its clever construction: Swift installation of up to four cables is 

enabled with strain relief.  
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